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Family members; possessives; have got

Welcome to
Harlow Mill

0 0.1

VOCABULARY
Family members   Months and dates
Free time activities   Giving opinions
Sports   Possessions   School subjects
Skills and abilities

GRAMMAR
Possessive adjectives   Possessive ’s 
Have got for possession
There is/are with some/any   Articles 
Can   Question words
 

2

4  Make questions and sentences with have got.

    1   I / two pets; I / a cat and a guinea pig
           I’ve got two pets. I’ve got a cat and a guinea pig.

2   A:  your cousin  / a car / ?    B:   No/he /not

3    we / not / a big house

4   A:  you / a sister / ?     B:  yes / I

5   our teacher / a dog;  he / short legs

6   Linda and Brian / not / a cousin

Have got for possessionGrammar C

Grammar B

Grammar A

Possessive’s 

Possessive adjectives 

Vocabulary Family members

1   Complete the words from the descriptions.

1   Your father’s sister is your: aunt
2   Your father’s sister’s child is your: c
3   Your father’s father is your: g
4   Your father’s brother is your: u
5   Your mother and father are your: p
6   Your brother is your father’s: s

1   The boy`s / boys name is Gary.
2   My cousin’s / cousins are Tina and Tom.
3   My parents / parents’ dog is Rusty.
4   Pam is the children’s / childrens’ mum.
5   Harry and Jan’s / Harry’s and Jan’s house is in London.
6   Kai’s brother’s / Kais brothers bike is red.
7   My aunts / aunts’ names are Vera and Chloe.

2  Complete the sentences with the correct possessive adjectives.

3  Choose the correct option.

1   Hi I’m Dave and this is my brother.              name is Jim.
2   Hi! My name is Petra and this is           cousin.            name
     is Anna.
3   Penny and I are sisters.             surname is Brown.
4   My parents have got a car.            car is blue.
5   Hi! Is             name Mark?



Months and dates; free time activities; giving opinions; sports

3Starter unit

0.2

1
2
3
4

5
6
7
8

E cycling
swimming
tennis
basketball

volleyball
football
running
judo

Vocabulary C Sports

4   Match sports 1-8 with photos A-H.

1   Write the dates in words.

1   11/02    the eleventh of February
2   15/06
 
3   26/11
 
4   02/04
 
5   04/12
 
6   13/09
 
7   21/10
 
8   30/07

Vocabulary A Free time activities

Vocabulary B Giving opinions

2   Match words 1-10 with words and
      phrases a-j to make Word Friends.

3   Complete the opinion adjectives in the
      sentences.
 

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

10

listening
playing
surfing
tidying
watching
going
doing
taking
visiting
reading

a
b
c
d
e
f
g
h
i
j

TV
photos
relatives
to the cinema
to music
your bedroom
a book
computer games
nothing
the internet

e

1
2
3
4
5
6

I think this programme is b o r i n g.
I think this book is e     c     t             .
I think this film is t                  b     e.
I think this photo is g             t.
I think this game is     u     . 
I think this magazine is
     n         r         t         g.



4 Starter unit

0.3 Possessions; there is/are with some/any; articles



School subjects; can/can`t for ability; skills and abilities; question forms0.4

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

Dan
Joe
Peter
Chris
Helen
Ben
Jenna
Beth

can shoot a basketball.

1   Use the picture clues to complete the crossword. 3   Write questions and short answers for the
      sentences in Exercise 2.

Grammar Can/can’t for ability 

5Starter unit



CULTURE

Complete the sentences with the correct words3

1

2

Complete the words in the sentences.

Find eight words in the word search.

VOCABULARY1 1.1

6

Culture

Time for
culture

CULTURE

I can talk about cultural activities, likes and dislikes.

Why do we dance?

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

READING

LISTENING

SPEAKING

1
2
3
4
5
6

A personal introduction

Buying tickets at the cinema

Matching speakers and topics

Matching paragraph headings
Right / wrong / doesn’t say

WRITING

Present Simple: questions and answers

Present Simple: affirmative and
negative Adverbs of frequency

Culture    People   Cultural activities
Likes and dislikes    Age groups   News
and entertainment

don’t     hate     really      into     love     interested

1
2

 
3
4

 
5

 
6

loveI          flamenco. It’s cool!
I’m not        in graphic novels.
I’m            acting. I’d love to be an actor.
I                 documentaries. They’re so boring!
I                 like dancing much.
I’m                 interested in drawing. I like art.

My friend, Hannah, is an excellent d            .
My sister is a great     u      i     i         . 
She can play the piano very well.
My favourite w          t         is J. K. Rowling.
My brother's a good p     o      o         a      h         .
He’s got a cool camera!
I don’t really like modern art but I quite like old      r          s     s
like Leonardo Da Vinci.
I think Benedict Cumberbatch is a very good      c             .
He’s in lots of great films.

ancer

T
K
U
E
P
F
Z
E
D
A
 

I
M
B
A
F
B
Z
A
E
A
 

V
Z
I
P
Z
Y
K
H
A
E
 

G
A
N
I
S
N
O
R
B
V
 

I
X
Q
A
B
R
O
A
R
V
 

S
G
L
N
R
C
L
V
R
I
 

P
S
S
O
K
L
P
T
E
O
 

A
A
R
T
E
C
H
N
O
L
 

I
O
S
T
E
E
R
I
E
I
 

S
N
N
H
D
L
P
D
H
N
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I can use the Present Simple to talk about habits and routines.

Present Simple: affirmative and negative  |  Adverbs of frequency1.2 GRAMMAR

8 Unit 1

1

2

3

Correct the sentences.4

5 Order the words to make sentences.Complete the sentences with the correct
affirmative form of the verbs in brackets.

form of the verbs in brackets.
Complete the text with the correct6



OUR READERS TELL US ABOUT HOW THEY
AND THEIR FAMILIES WATCH TV.

PEOPLE TODAY WATCH TV
IN DIFFERENT WAYS

1

2

3

4

e

I usually watch TV in my room but
sometimes I watch it with my family. That’s 
good because we don’t often spend a lot
of time together. Also we can talk about
the film or programme and sometimes
have arguments! But one problem is that
my family often disagrees about what
they want to watch! So, in my room I can 
choose my own programmes.

Also today we don’t need to watch live
TV. When I’m out I record my favourite 
programme and watch it later. That way
you can cut all the advertisements - which
is great! My best friend watches TV online. 
She says it’s better because she can
watch anything at any time! But she gets
the adverts!

My brother never watches much TV
because he spends all his time checking 
different channels. He watches for a few 
minutes and then gets bored and looks for 
another programme! In the end he never 
watches a complete programme.

My dad doesn’t have much time to watch
TV during the week so he gets DVDs of 
all his favourite programmes. Then at the 
weekend he watches about four hours
of shows like Downton Abbey! They say 
teenagers get ‘square eyes’ but in our
family it’s my dad.

1  Read the text. Match paragraphs 1-4
     with headings a-e. There is one extra
     heading.

My grandparents are middle aged /
pensioners and they often watch TV
during the day.

My brother is a teenager / kid
and watches a lot of children's
programmes.

Teenagers / Adults can't watch too
much TV when they have exams.

There are many programmes about
buying houses during the day. A lot of
teenagers / pensioners watch them.

a   The right time for you 
b   A new way to watch TV 
c   Marathon TV 
d   Too much choice? 
e   With others or alone?

9Unit 1

3  Complete the sentences with the correct
      words from the text.

4  Choose the correct option.

1
 
 
 
2
 
 
 
3
 
 
4

I can find specific detail in an article and talk about age groups.

live    online    channel    advertisements

1
 

2
 
3
   
 
4

1
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5
6

2 Read the text again. Mark the sentences
    (right),    (wrong) or ? (doesn’t say).

The writer’s family does a lot of 
things together.
They usually have the same 
opinions.
The writer prefers programmes 
without breaks.
The writer’s brother doesn’t like 
watching TV.
The writer likes Downton Abbey.
The writer’s father works in the
evenings.

I want to watch the new documentary 
tonight. Which channel is it on?
I often watch TV
because I’m out a lot in the evenings.
When I watch a film and the
                                  come on, I go out
and make a cup of tea or something!
My mum and dad never record
programmes. They always watch
                                  TV.

Do young people watch a lot of TV?1.3 READING and VOCABULARY



I can ask and answer questions about habits and routines.

Present Simple:  questions and answers1.4 GRAMMAR

10 Unit 1

1

2

3

Complete the dialogue with the correct words.4Write the questions.

Do1 your parents work? Yes,                    do.
They both work.

2A: B:

5





I can buy a ticket at the cinema.

At the cinema1.6 SPEAKING

OUT 
class

of

2

1

3

4

12 Unit 1

OUT 
class

of

Complete the dialogue with the correct phrases.



Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1

2

I can write a personal introduction to a webpage.

A personal introduction1.7 WRITING

13Unit 1

3

4 Write a personal introduction for one of your friends.

Photo Gallery
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I can talk about cultural activities, likes and dislikes.
I can use the Present Simple to talk about habits and routines.
I can find specific detail in an article and talk about age groups.
I can ask and answer questions about habits and routines.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about media habits. 
I can buy a ticket at the cinema.
I can write a personal introduction to a webpage.

1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

1.1
 
1.2
 
1.3
 
1.4
 
1.5
 
1.6
 
1.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
Writing

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 7, p. 17

Ex. 3-6, p. 17

Ex. 1-2, p. 17

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 10-11 
Workbook pp. 6-7
Students' Book p. 12 
Workbook p. 8
Students' Book p. 13 
Workbook p. 9
Students' Book p. 14 
Workbook p. 10
Students' Book p. 15
Workbook p. 11
Students’ Book p. 16 
Workbook p. 12
Students' Book p. 17 
Workbook p. 13

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

1.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT



1.9 SELF-CHECK

15

Vocabulary 4  Match the questions in Exercise 3 with answers
      a-f.

2  Complete the sentences with the correct words.

1  Complete the words in the sentences.

Grammar Speaking language practice

1   My brother plays the d                  in a band.
2   I don't enjoy c                                   music, like
     Mozart or Beethoven.
3   My favourite a                  is James Pattinson.
4   I often watch r                               films where
     people are in love.
5   A lot of children love watching
     c                               , like Minions or How to
     Train Your Dragon.
6   My sister wants to go to Cuba to learn
     s                   dancing.

a
b
c

d
e
f

Hip-hop.
No, he doesn’t.
In London.

Every day. 
Yes, I do.
Three.

drawing     listening    playing
reading     taking    watching

5  Complete the dialogue with do, does, don’t or
      doesn’t

6  Make sentences or questions from the prompts.

1   I / not / like / documentaries
 
2   you / want / to go to the cinema / ?
 
3   my friend / not / live / near me
 
4   Jack / speak / English and French
 
5   our teacher / usually / give / us lots of
     homework
 
6   what time / you / go to bed on Fridays / ?

1   We have a piano but I hate                         it.
2   My dad is mad about                         to old
     music.
3   My mum is really into                       selfies.
4   I like                         reviews about new films.
5   Our family loves                         soap operas
     together.
6   I don’t like                         pictures in Art at
     school.

7  Complete the dialogue with one word in
     each gap.

3  Order the words to make questions.

1   you / where / live / do / ?
 
2   work / day / your / every / dad / does / ?
 
3   do / many / have / lessons / English / a week /
      you / how / ?
 
4   do / you / Saturday / swimming / go /
      every / ?
 
5   does / how / photos / friend / take / your /
      often / ?
 
6    like / sisters / do / your / music / what / ?

What’s                 today?
There’s a horror film and a comedy.
                I have a ticket for the horror film, 
please?
Is that for the 5.00 or the 6.00                 ?
The five o’clock, please.
Sorry, it’s                 out.
OK, for the six o’clock, please.
There’s a                 in the front row.
How                 is that?
That’s £10, please.

A:
B:
A:
 
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
 

1

2

3

4

5

6

A:
B:
A:
B:

1

2 3

4

5 6

              you like classical music?
No, I               but my sister               .
              she like hip-hop music too?
No, she               but I               !



CULTURE Why do we dance?

16 Unit 1

4 Complete the sentences with the words from
      Exercise 3.

1 Match dances 1-4 with photos A-D.

5 Complete the adjectives in the sentences.

6 Complete the sentenceswith the objectives from
      Exercise 5.

7 Choose the correct option.



8 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

Young Dancer Competition
Part 1

Part 2

In this competition there are five dancers in each group and the 

best ones in each group go through to the grand final. So, let’s 

meet the five dancers in the hip-hop section and learn how and 

why they dance.

First up is Harry Barnes from Liverpool. Why does he dance? Harry 

says that dancing is uplifting. If he's feeling sad, he usually puts on 

a favourite song and just dances. Then he's happy and everything 

is better. His favourite style is ‘popping’. His advice for new

dancers? Always, always, always practise - never stop!

Next is Jonadette Carpio. She was born in the Philippines but now 

she lives in South Wales. Why does she dance? Because dance

is very creative. She invents a lot of amazing movements. Her 

favourite style is ‘krumping’. That's a new dance style which is very 

popular these days. The face is as important as the body. Here, in 

this dance, she's a prisoner.

Third is Jodelle Douglas. He’s from Bristol and he loves ‘breaking’. 

Jodelle dances because dance is his passion. He never stops 

learning. He meets up with other dancers in Bristol to exchange 

ideas and learn new steps. They are all passionate about dance. 

Here he dances in the ‘popping’ style.

Fourth is Sharifa Tonkmor from London. She loves dance because 

it's really liberating. Her favourite form of dancing is ‘free-styling’ or 

improvisation. She decides her dance style when she dances, not 

before! She sometimes dances with other people in Charing Cross 

train station. Sharifa likes dancing to rap music, like this. This type 

of song makes her really happy.

Last is Kieran Lai from Southend. He loves dance because he

thinks it’s hypnotic. He dances in the ‘popping’ style because he 

loves dancing like a machine. He creates different characters in his 

dances - heroes and fantasy characters. In this dance, he is the Tin 

Man from The Wizard of Oz. It’s thrilling to watch him.

 

So, which of the five dancers is the winner? What do you think?

Jonadette, Harry, Sharifa, Kieran or Jodelle? Who do you want

to win?

“And the winner of the 2015 BBC Young Dancer Hip-Hop category 

is Harry Barnes!”

For the judges, he is both a very talented and natural performer.

He now goes through to the grand final at a big theatre in London. 

Watch him again then!

 

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40
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VOCABULARY2 2.1

18

Clothes and appearance

Friends
and family

CULTURE

I can talk about clothes and appearance.

1      Complete the table with the words below.

Are hipsters cool?

VOCABULARY
Clothes and appearance
-ing/-ed adjectives   Personality adjectives   

GRAMMAR

READING

LISTENING

SPEAKING

ENGLISH IN USE

A magazine interview

True / false

Giving and responding to news

Prepositions of time

Prepositions of time

Present Continuous
Simple and Present Continuous

Present
2      Choose the correct answers.

3          Complete the words from the descriptions.

1
2
3
4
5
6

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

I usually wear     at the weekends when I go out with my 
friends.
a   pyjamas        b    fancy-dress costume c jeans
I don’t really like wearing     but I need to wear one for my 
sister's wedding.
a   tracksuits          b   dresses         c   underwear
My dad works in a bank and he wears a white     to work.
a   hoodie               b   shorts           c   shirt
I’ve got a cool     from the USA with my name on it.
a   piercing            b    T-shirt          c   jeans
It’s hot so I need my     .
a   shorts                b    shoes           c   boots
I wear      because I can’t see very well.
a   glasses              b   earrings       c   belts
My best friend has a     of a rose on her arm. It's pretty.
a   piercing             b   scarf             c   tattoo
Don't forget your     . It’s cold outside.
a   handbag          b   necklace      c   scarf

andbag

hoodie belt striped

clothes and
footwear

accessories adjectives

belt     hoodie     striped      jacket     glasses     sweater     pyjamas
tracksuit      baggy     handbag     scarf     leather      cotton     necklace
trainers      cap     checked     tight

You carry things in this when you go out: h
You wear this round your neck: n
You wear this under your clothes: u
This is a small hole in your body: p
You often wear these on your feet: t
You wear these in the summer when it’s hot: s





I can talk about present activities.

Present Continuous2.2 GRAMMAR

20 Unit 2



I can find specific detail in a letter and talk about feelings.

A magazine interview2.3 READING and VOCABULARY

1 Match comments 1-8 with descriptions a-h.

2 Choose the correct option.

3 Read the magazine
interview with a famous
actor and choose the 
correct answers.

c a
b
c
d
e

 
g
h

f

a
b

a
b
c

a
b
c

a
b
c

a
b

 
c

21Unit 2

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

1
2
3
4
5
6

I don't sleep very well.
This book isn’t interesting at all!
I can hear a terrible noise outside.
My computer isn’t working - again!
My dad is wearing a pink shirt!
We're going on holiday.
I can't find my dog!
I'm just sitting in the sun with my book.

I’m worried.
I’m embarrassed.
I’m tired.
It’s boring.
I’m relaxed.
It's annoying.
I’m frightened.
It’s exciting.

When my mum tells a joke it’s embarrassed / embarrassing !
James works from 6.30 until 7.30 in the evening. He’s always tired / tiring.
My sister often takes my clothes without asking. I get very annoying / annoyed.
I love the new TV series. It's really interested / interesting.
Pam is excited / exciting about the concert tonight.
Jake doesn't like horror films. He gets frightening / frightened when he watches one.

Anna is from

Katy usually lives

Katy is in the UK

Newspapers show
annoying pictures when

1

5

4

3

2

At the moment Katy
is working.
is reading a
magazine.
isn’t doing anything.

a newspaper.
a magazine.
a TV company.

c

in the USA.
in the UK.
in Scotland.

to work.
for a holiday.
to buy a house.

Katy isn't very well.
Katy isn’t wearing
make-up.
Katy is with her dog.

Interviewer: Hi, Katy. I’m Anna. Thank you
   for agreeing to do this interview.
Katy: That's OK. I have a day off and I'm
   just relaxing so I can talk to you. You're
   not interrupting anything!
Interviewer: That's good. I have some
   questions for you from our readers.
Katy: Cool! I really like your magazine.
Interviewer: Great! So, the first question
   is - do you usually work in the USA or in
   the UK?
Katy: Well, as you know, I live in Los
   Angeles in the States but I often come
   to the UK for work. I'm here right now to
   film a new TV show. Then I plan to have a
   short holiday in Scotland before I go back
   home.

Interviewer:  Excellent! You're a very
   famous actor and our readers want to
   know - do you like being famous? Does
   anything annoy you?
Katy: That's a very good question! I love
   my work but some things about it are
   annoying! Often when I'm eating in a
    restaurant people ask for my autograph.
    Also, there's another thing I really hate.
    If I'm shopping in the supermarket and
   I'm not wearing smart clothes or
   make-up, photographers love it! They
   take a photograph and the next day
   it's in the newspaper with the words.
   'Poor Katy is looking ill and tired! Is she
   working too hard?'
Interviewer: Well, you're definitely
    not looking tired or ill at the moment!
    Thank you, Katy.



I can talk about what usually happens and is happening around now.

Present Simple and Present Continuous2.4 GRAMMAR

22 Unit 2

1

2

3







I can talk about when something happens.

Prepositions of time2.7 ENGLISH IN USE

1

Choose the correct option.

25Unit 2

4

2

3 Complete the text with the correct
prepositions.

Complete the table with the words below.
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I can talk about clothes and appearance.
I can talk about present activities.
I can find specific detail in a letter and talk about feelings.
I can talk about what usually happens and is happening around now.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about personality. 
I can give and respond to news.
I can talk about when something happens.

2.1
2.2
2.3
2.4
2.5
2.6
2.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

1.1
 
2.2
 
2.3
 
2.4
 
2.5
 
2.6
 
2.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
English in Use

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 6, p. 29

Ex. 3-5, p. 29

Ex. 1-2, p. 29

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 22-23 
Workbook pp. 18-19
Students' Book p. 24
Workbook p. 20
Students' Book p. 25
Workbook p. 21
Students' Book p. 26
Workbook p. 22
Students' Book p. 27
Workbook p. 23
Students’ Book p. 28 
Workbook p. 24
Students' Book p. 29 
Workbook p. 25

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

2.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT
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a   What a pity!
b   No way!

1  Complete the sentences with the
      correct words.

2.9 SELF-CHECK

Vocabulary

2  Complete the words in the sentences.

Grammar

Speaking language practice

4  Choose the correct option.

5  Complete the sentences with the correct prepositions.

I’ve got a new expensive laptop! 5

a   You’re kidding!
b   Well done!

It’s raining again.4



CULTURE Are hipsters cool?

28 Unit 2



8 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

London Fashion Week
Part 1

Part 2

Most people like fashion and buying new clothes but how do you 

know what’s fashionable this year? You can look in magazines but 

if you want to know the latest trends, go to London Fashion Week or 

watch it on TV.

There are two London Fashion Weeks every year - in February and 

September. More than 5,000 people go to see the new designs. 

They are reporters, buyers from shops, as well as people like you 

and me. They spend millions of pounds!

The models walk along a catwalk between the people. The 

audience watch the models and look at the different clothes.

Here you can see that some people are taking photographs and 

others are taking notes. They’re probably from magazines and 

newspapers. The models are wearing different types of clothes but 

they are all interesting. There’s music too and it’s exciting.

At the end of the show, all the models come onto the catwalk 

together and the audience claps as they go past. We can see the 

different styles and colours. There are dresses and shorts, baggy 

clothes and tight clothes, clothes for the day and clothes for the 

night.

Some models are wearing high heels and some are wearing flat 

shoes or no shoes at all. But one thing is always the same - the 

clothes are all very expensive.

We usually think these shows are for women but there are men’s 

shows too. The men usually walk round like the women but at this 

event there’s a difference. They’re walking and ... dancing. It’s 

surprising! Some of them are good dancers and some are not so 

good! What do you think?

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40
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When we watch the show, the models are perfect but it isn’t easy

to look like that. The clothes are ready but the models are not! They 

must look very good. Their pictures will be in lots of magazines! 

There are lots of people to help them. There are people to do

their make-up ... and paint their nails. And of course there’s a 

hairdresser to style their hair. While they get ready, they talk and 

laugh. It’s a good, interesting job.

The models here are enjoying some food. They need a lot of energy 

for the show. They have to change clothes very often and very 

quickly in one show. While they’re waiting in the dressing room,

there are lots of lovely snacks to eat.

Finally it’s time to go on the catwalk - but first a photograph with 

perfect hair, perfect make-up and perfect clothes!

 

 



VOCABULARY3 3.1

30

Animals

Animal
magic

CULTURE

I can talk about animals.

1      Complete the names of the animals.

Why do parrots talk?

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

READING

LISTENING

SPEAKING

WRITING
A biography

Apologising

EXAM TIME 1 > p.  114

Matching sentences and pictures
Matching dialogues and pictures

An article about orangutans
Right / wrong / doesn`t say

Past Simple: was/were Past Simple:
regular verbs

Animals Animal body parts
Personality





I can use  was and  were to talk about the past.

Past Simple:  was/ were3.2 GRAMMAR

32 Unit 3

1

2

3



I can find specific detail in an article and talk about behaviour.

Do young people watch a lot of TV?3.3 READING and VOCABULARY

33Unit 3

School for Orangutans!
Everyone needs to go to school. We need to learn things that can help us when
we grow up. But what about animals?

People say that animals are born with
instincts and know naturally how to
survive. However, that is not exactly true.
Animals depend a lot on their mothers,
at least for a short time, to teach them 
different skills. So, what happens when
they have no mothers? For many baby
orangutans in Borneo this is an enormous
problem. Young orangutans are like 
human babies because they stay with 
their mothers for a long time. They learn
lots of skills from their mothers before
they can live by themselves. But a lot of 
orangutans are dying in Borneo because
people are cutting downthe rainforests
 

where they live. Babies are losing their 
mothers and it is impossible for them to 
survive. The charity International Animal 
Rescue tries to save them.
Today in Borneo there is a special 
school for orphaned baby orangutans! 
Volunteers teach them all the things 
they need to learn. At Baby School they 
learn how to climb trees, what to eat and 
where to build nests to sleep safely. The 
good students go on to forest School 
and later they return to the jungle. 
Humans aren't the same as mother 
orangutans but they give these lovable 
babies a real chance to live.

2 Read the text. Mark the sentences right (   ),
wrong (  ), or doesn’t say (?)

3  Complete the definitions with the correct
      words from the text.

1  Complete the words from the descriptions.

1
2
3
4
5
6

c belong
come
do
ignore
make
feel

dangerous things
shy
to gangs
a lot of noise
advice
home late

a
b
c
d
e
f
 

4   Match words 1-6 with words a-f to make
      Word Friends.

jungle    nest    orphaned    instinct    volunteer
charity    survive    enormous

1
 
2
 
3
4
 
5
 
6
 
7

?

1
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5

1
 
2
 
3
 
4
5
 
6
7
 
8

All animals need to live with both parents
for a short time.
There are some similarities between 
orangutan and human babies.
The orangutans' home is disappearing.
At school baby orangutans learn
different subjects to humans.
Orangutans know naturally the right food
they should eat.
Orphaned orangutans always return to
the jungle.
The International Animal Rescue charity
can’t save all the orphans.
 

When we know something without learning
it: instinct
An adjective to describe something that 
is very big:
An adjective to describe a person without 
parents:
 A thick, tropical forest:
 An organisation that helps people or
animals:
To manage to live:
A home or safe place, often in the
trees:
A person who does a job for no money:

This is someone who can’t remember things:
forgetful
This is someone who is cute and other people
like a lot: I
This is someone who gets angry and
sometimes fights: a
This is someone who likes doing new and
dangerous things: a
This is someone who does things quickly
without thinking: i



I can use the Past Simple of regular verbs to talk about the past.

Past Simple: regular verbs3.4 GRAMMAR

34 Unit 3







1

2

Complete the information in the fact box
about Steve Backshall.

I can write a biography.

A biography3.7 WRITING

37Unit 3

3

4

5

Read a short biography of Jane Goodall and
answer the questions.
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I can talk about animals.
I can use was and were to talk about the past.
I can find specific detail in an article and talk about behaviour.
I can use the Past Simple of regular verbs to talk about the past.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about pets. 
I can make and respond to apologies.
I can write a biography.

3.1
3.2
3.3
3.4
3.5
3.6
3.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

3.1
 
3.2
 
3.3
 
3.4
 
3.5
 
3.6
 
3.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
Writing

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 6, p. 41

Ex. 4-5, p. 41

Ex. 1-3, p. 41

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 34-35 
Workbook pp. 30-31
Students' Book p. 36
Workbook p. 32
Students' Book p. 37
Workbook p. 33
Students' Book p. 38
Workbook p. 34
Students' Book p. 39
Workbook p. 35
Students’ Book p. 40
Workbook p. 36
Students' Book p. 41 
Workbook p. 37

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

3.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT
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3.9 SELF-CHECK

Vocabulary Grammar

Speaking language practice



CULTURE Why do parrots talk?

40 Unit 3



7 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

Wild at heart
We think we understand our pets. I hey're cute and 

lovable - our best friends. These puppies playing on the 

bed seem very different from wild dogs. We love to watch 

them play but are their games really just games? No, 

there’s an important reason for this behaviour. While they 

play, they’re training to catch and eat smaller animals for 

food. Also, they need to practise working together. They 

need to be in a group to catch and kill big animals. Here 

they’re learning the rules about working in a group. They 

learn when to fight and when to stop. These puppies are 

only seven weeks old but in their game these cushions are 

small animals. Play prepares them for life in the wild.
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Dogs are not the only pets that practise real life skills. 

Hamsters are popular pets and in their cages, they run 

round and round a special wheel. There’s a reason for 

this too. In the wild they run a long way - sometimes ten 

kilometres - every day. Big animals hunt them and they 

need to escape.

 But that’s not the only amazing thing which hamsters

do. They push lots and lots of food into their mouths.

It’s nearly impossible! But why do they do this? In the

wild, when they find food, they need to store it. Perhaps 

they won’t find any for a long time. Their mouths are

like cupboards! There’s another reason too. When a big 

animal is hunting them, they sometimes need to put their 

babies in their mouths ...  and run!

Some people keep birds in cages too. But birds don’t like 

to be alone. They like to talk - sometimes to the mirror! 

Some birds are very clever and they can mimic us and 

copy what people say to them!

But why do birds do this? Is it for fun?

“It’s not easy being green.”

Again, they’re practising a skill which they need in the 

wild. Every group of birds uses different sounds - like a 

different language.

“Never shake a baby bird. That would surely be absurd.” 

Birds need to talk the same language as their group. So, 

a parrot in a cage copies our words in order to practise 

this skill. It wants to become part of our group, our family. 

It even talks to other pets! This bird, Disco, can say 130 

words. Amazing, isn’t it?

 

 



VOCABULARY4 4.1

42

Technology

New
technology

CULTURE

I can talk about technology.

1      Label photos 1-8 with the correct words.

Is there wi-fi in the Sahara?

VOCABULARY

GRAMMAR

READING

LISTENING

SPEAKING

ENGLISH IN USE
Relative clauses

Putting events in order

Completing notes

Gadgets and technology Computer
equipment

Past Simple: irregular verbs
Verb patterns

An instant message conversation
Completing texts with sentences 
Right / wrong / doesn’t say

DVD player     smartphone     tablet    CD player     e-reader
MP3 player     digital camera     games console
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4         Match the parts of the sentences.



I can use the Past Simple of irregular verbs to talk about the past.

Past Simple: irregular verbs4.2 GRAMMAR

44 Unit 4

1

2

3



I can find specific detail in a text and talk about using technology.

An instant message conversation4.3 READING and VOCABULARY

45Unit 4

1
 

2
 

3
 

4
5

 
d
e
f
 

Look    switch    keep    Hang    Check    give

a

b

c

3 Mark the sentences      (right),
    (wrong) or ? (doesn’t say).

keep

B:

B:

B:

B:

B:

B:A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

A:

1

2

3

4

5

6

2  Read the message conversation
      below and complete gaps 1-5 with
      sentences A-F. There is one extra
      sentence.

Complete the advice with the correct verbs.1

It even told you what exercise you 
needed to do.
I lost it when we were on holiday
in Greece.
You're right - some of those 
gadgets were brilliant!
And it was quite heavy and big. 
You can wear it in water.
It was on at 6.30.

Carrie watched the
programme before Marlon.
Marlon agrees with Carrie
about the programme. 
Marlon liked his watch
because it looked good.
Carrie lost her watch too.
Marlon dropped his watch in
a swimming pool.

Lovely to see you!
Goodbye!

My computer isn't!
working!

Someone keeps
calling me and never
says anything!

I can’t do this
exercise. It's too hard.

Where's your house?
I'm in your street.

No one sent me a
birthday card!

            for a house
with a red door.
That’s ours!

            out your
Facebook page!

            up
straightaway.

Did you
            it on?

Please
in touch.

Don’t             up.
You can do it.

Carrie
What a shame!

Marlon

Marlon

Carrie

Carrie

Marlon

Did you see the programme last night about new
gadgets?      I watched it with my brother and we
both made a list of presents for next year!

1 f

I got back from football a bit late last night. So I
didn’t see it at 6.30 but I watched it online later.
             I want the new smartwatch they showed.
It’s brilliant!
 

2

3

But you got a smartwatch last year when you
went on holiday to the USA. I remember! You were
really proud of it! It gave you lots of interesting
information.              You got emails and
everything on it.

4
I know. It was cool. But I didn’t like its appearance
very much.              Now - this new one ... it does
everything AND it looks good. I haven’t got the
American watch anymore.             We went on a
boat and it fell it into the water.

5 Yes, I was really upset then. But at least now I can
ask my parents for a new one for Christmas.



I can make sentences with verbs followed by the to-infinitive or the -ing form.

Verb patterns4.4 GRAMMAR

46 Unit 4

1

2

3







I can be specific about people, things and places.

Relative clauses4.7 ENGLISH IN USE

1

2

Complete the email with the correct words.3

Match the parts of the sentences.

Use the clues to complete the crossword.

49Unit 4
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I can talk about technology.
I can use the Past Simple of irregular verbs to talk about the past.
I can find specific detail in a text and talk about using technology.
I can make sentences with verbs followed by the infinitive or the gerund.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about websites.
I can put events in order when talking about the past.
I can be specific about people, things and places.

4.1
4.2
4.3
4.4
4.5
4.6
4.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

4.1
 
4.2
 
4.3
 
4.4
 
4.5
 
4.6
 
4.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
English in Use

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 7, p. 53

Ex. 4-6, p. 53

Ex. 1-3, p. 53

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 46-47 
Workbook pp. 42-43
Students' Book p. 48
Workbook p. 44
Students' Book p. 49
Workbook p. 45
Students' Book p. 50
Workbook p. 46
Students' Book p. 51
Workbook p. 47
Students’ Book p. 52
Workbook p. 48
Students' Book p. 53
Workbook p. 49

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

4.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT



4.9 SELF-CHECK

Vocabulary Grammar

Speaking language practice

51Unit 4



CULTURE Is there wi-fi in the Sahara?

52 Unit 4



7 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

The digital revolution

This is Africa. It’s a beautiful place. The first human beings came from Africa. 

But today we’re here to think about the future, not the past. Today, something 

important is happening in a small town in Ghana. It is plugging into the 

internet. There are still a lot of countries in Africa that do not have internet 

connection. But this is changing, slowly. The internet makes a big difference

to people’s lives and nearly everything they do. Today, that difference is 

starting here. And the people have a special visitor on this special day, Sir

Tim Berners-Lee. Tim is an important man and people admire him a lot.

More than twenty years ago he invented the World Wide Web. He wanted to 

connect people all over the world. He had a wonderful idea.

He wanted everyone, rich and poor, to use it. Money wasn’t important for him. 

He thought it should be free for everyone. Then people could learn lots of 

information and share their ideas. Now these people in Ghana can do that. 

Tim is showing these African people how to use electronic equipment to 

search the web. They see the things they can learn and how they can keep in 

touch with other people.

But what does the internet really mean for the people here in Africa and for 

everyone who is connected? Is the internet good for us, or bad?
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53Unit 4

The world today is very different because of the web. Now there are three 

billion people online. The internet gives us information, friends and a lot more. 

Life is easier. We can go online nearly everywhere - at home, outside and in 

cafés. And many people are now very rich because of the internet. Very big 

companies like Google, Amazon and eBay earn billions of pounds.

But some people think there are bad things about the web. Is it a good thing 

for these companies to be so big and powerful? Should governments use

the internet to spy on people? Can we stop people becoming addicted to 

computer games? There are some big problems. But Tim Berners-Lee’s idea

- to connect people who are not rich or powerful - is still true. Kudjo is a 

successful farmer in Ghana and for him the internet is very important.

At first, he didn’t know how to use the web. Then a friend gave him some 

practical lessons. Now he browses for information. The internet helps him

to grow his crops and to sell them. He checks out the prices of different 

products. Then he can sell his products at the correct price. He can

compete with the big farmers now and he can earn more money. Kudjo feels 

connected to the world, not alone.

This is what Tim Berners-Lee wanted when he invented the web. He created 

something amazing and it’s still changing today. But he never earned money 

from it. He gave it away to the world for free because he wanted everyone

to benefit from it. These young people in Africa today are doing exactly that. 

What a wonderful present!

 

Part 1

Part 2
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www.avasshop.ir



I can describe how people do things.

Adverbs of manner5.2 GRAMMAR

56 Unit 5



I can find specific detail in a text and describe places.

A ghost story5.3 READING and VOCABULARY



I can talk about permission and obligation.

Modal verbs: can, have to and must5.4 GRAMMAR

58 Unit 5

2

1







1 2Complete the email with the correct words.

I can write a personal email.

A personal email5.7 WRITING

61Unit 5

3

4

Read the email again. Match paragraphs
A-D with the information 1-5. One
paragraph gives two pieces of 
information.
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I can talk about things in the house.
I can describe how people do things.
I can find specific detail in a text and describe places.
I can talk about permission and obligation.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about my town.
I can ask for, give and receive advice.
I can write a personal email.

5.1
5.2
5.3
5.4
5.5
5.6
5.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

5.1
 
5.2
 
5.3
 
5.4
 
5.5
 
5.6
 
5.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
Writing

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 6, p. 65

Ex. 4-5, p. 65

Ex. 1-3, p. 65

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 58-59
Workbook pp. 54-55
Students' Book p. 60
Workbook p. 56
Students' Book p. 61
Workbook p. 57
Students' Book p. 62
Workbook p. 58
Students' Book p. 63
Workbook p. 59
Students’ Book p. 64
Workbook p. 60
Students' Book p. 65
Workbook p. 61

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

5.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT
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5.9 SELF-CHECK

Vocabulary Grammar

Speaking language practice

1  Choose the correct answers. 4  Complete the sentences with adverbs from
      the adjectives in brackets.

do



CULTURE Why are there houses on stilts?
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7 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

I want my own room!

What’s your room like? What would you like to change about it? Would

you like to design it yourself? The programme I wont my own room! helps 
kids change their rooms. Today they’re helping Freya and her younger 
sister, Hattie.
Both girls love to make things. Freya likes sewing and Hattie likes making 
films - she wants to be a film director. Their older sister Ella has her own 
room and their mum makes plates and paints them. She has lots of space. 
Even the cats, Lola and Rose, have room to relax. Hattie and Freya share a 
nice room but they need more space for their hobbies. It’s a big problem! 
There is one room that they can use. It’s the front room, and it’s the girls’ 
playroom. The problem is ... it’s full of rubbish! There are old toys and a 
doll’s house. But it isn’t all the girls’ rubbish - there’s even a bit of an old car 
in there! Michelle is an artist and designer. She’s going to help the girls to 
make their dream room.
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Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

Michelle talks to the girls about how to change the room. They paint a plan 
on the wall. Michelle thinks each girl can have one of the alcoves in the 
room for their things.
Mum has to clear the front room but she can’t do it on her own, so big 
sister Ella comes to help. Now they must choose what to throw away and 
what to keep. It isn’t easy!
The girls make a floor plan for the room. Michelle thinks there can be a
sofa and work stations for the girls, so they can do their different hobbies. 
She also suggests special wallpaper. The girls choose old photographs 
from when they were younger to stick on to it.

Everyone works hard to finish the room in four days. Michelle keeps the
last changes a secret. She wants to surprise Freya and Hattie. They paint 
butterflies on the walls and the shelves are a lovely colour too. There’s a
fun, home-made doorstop to keep the door open and there are some 
fantastic cushions. They have photographs of the family cats on them.
And then it’s time to bring the girls into their wonderful new room. They 
can’t believe it! The room is very different. Now the room is bright with
lots of colours. There’s a bright pink blind over the old fireplace. The girls’ 
little models are in glass cases on the walls. Now everyone can see them. 
And lift up the cool sofa bed and it’s a desk with everything they need for
a small film studio - an animation station! The photos look great on the 
special wallpaper. And the blue cupboard is brilliant too. Then there’s 
another surprise. The girls have their own work stations but... open
the cupboard in Freya’s alcove and there’s another table with a sewing 
machine. Hattie’s got one too. "Thank you so much!" The girls love the 
room, everyone in the family loves the room. As the girls say, ‘It’s the best 
room ever!’







I can talk about quantities of food.

Countable and uncountable nouns | Quantifiers6.2 GRAMMAR
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I can find specific detail in a text and talk about sleeping habits.

A problem page6.3 READING and VOCABULARY



I can talk about an event in the past and what was happening around it.

Past Continuous and Past Simple6.4 GRAMMAR

70 Unit 6





72 Unit 6



73Unit 6

1

2

Complete the sentences with the correct
prepositions.

3

I can use phrasal verbs to talk about health.

Phrasal verbs6.7 ENGLISH IN USE

Choose the correct answers.
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I can talk about the body, injuries and keeping fit.
I can talk about quantities of food.
I can find specific detail in a text and talk about sleeping habits.
I can talk about an event in the past and what was happening around it.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about illnesses.
I can talk about feeling ill and ask about how someone is feeling.
I can use phrasal verbs to talk about health.

6.1
6.2
6.3
6.4
6.5
6.6
6.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

6.1
 
6.2
 
6.3
 
6.4
 
6.5
 
6.6
 
6.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
English in Use

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 6, p. 77

Ex. 4-5, p. 77

Ex. 1-3, p. 77

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 70-71
Workbook pp. 66-67
Students' Book p. 72
Workbook p. 68
Students' Book p. 73
Workbook p. 69
Students' Book p. 74
Workbook p. 70
Students' Book p. 75
Workbook p. 71
Students’ Book p. 76
Workbook p. 72
Students' Book p. 77
Workbook p. 73

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

6.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT



6.9 SELF-CHECK
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Vocabulary Grammar

Speaking language practice

1  Complete the words from the descriptions. 4  Complete the sentences with the correct words.



CULTURE Is chess a sport?

76 Unit 6

1  Match words 1-4 with photos A-D. 4  Label photos 1-6 with the correct words.



7 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

Unusual sports

Do you like sport? Perhaps you want to do or watch something a bit different? 
OK. Here are some ideas. These are definitely not Olympic sports ... yet.
This is the World Alternative Games. It’s on for three weeks and there are thirty 
very unusual sports. There’s a race between men and horses. There’s swimming
in the mud and banana cycling.
There’s another interesting sport too. Here the runners are getting ready for
their race. What’s the event? It’s backwards running. It isn’t new. The Chinese did 
this ten thousand years ago. It became popular in the USA in the last century. 
Boxers, dancers and trainers did backwards running.
It’s very good for your back and your stomach. It also makes you slim because 
you use lots of calories. People say it makes you taller and cleverer. That’s 
because you need to use the right side of your brain. It looks funny. It isn’t easy
- it’s hard to look over your shoulder - but some runners say it’s quite relaxing. 
Here’s some very important advice. If you take up this sport - don’t do it on the 
streets. Practise in a park.
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Part 1

Part 2

Part 3

There’s another unusual sport that is getting very popular. I’m sure you know
table tennis or ‘ping pong’. This is table tennis that looks a bit wrong - it’s ‘wrong 
pong’. In ‘wrong pong’, you play table tennis on different sorts of tables. Here 
there are three players and three parts to the table. Two artists started ‘wrong 
pong’ in 2010. They were bored and wanted to try something different. They
were very creative and imaginative. First they made a table that was moving. 
They thought art and sport could go together. They believed that sports must 
change and must be interesting for everyone.
You can also play wrong pong on slanted tables. They can go up and down and 
in different directions. And sometimes there are one, two or three nets. There’s
a round table for three people. You can even play on one that has things on
it, like paint - you don’t know where the ball will go. When you play this game,
you have to think differently and it’s great fun. Traditional table tennis players
also love wrong pong because it’s encouraging lots of people to start the sport. 
There’s even a world cup for wrong pong - a very special prize.

And finally here is a very, very strange race. What are these people getting
ready for? It’s a wife carrying race.
The racers are all very strong. They know what to do and they practise a lot.
But this is new for Mike and Steph. They try to do the same but - oops - he falls 
off. So, they decide to do it a different way. This race started in Finland in the 
1990s but now it happens all over the world. It’s called a ‘wife carrying race’ but 
the couple don’t need to be married. Usually the man carries the woman. But 
here for the first time a woman is going to carry a man. Mike is ‘the wife’ - and a 
very heavy one. It isn’t easy. People throw water at them and some of the ‘wives’ 
fall off. The winners get a prize and everyone cheers. Mike and Steph are very 
slow. They’re tired and wet but finally they finish. This time Mike is running.
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I can compare things.

Comparatives and superlatives of adjectives7.2 GRAMMAR
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I can find specific detail in a text and talk about a department store.

The history of a department store7.3 READING and VOCABULARY
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I can talk about intentions and arrangements.

Going to and the Present Continuous7.4 GRAMMAR

82 Unit 7







1

2

Complete the sentences with the correct words.

I can write notes and messages to make arrangements.

Notes (making arrangements)7.7 WRITING

85Unit 7

A

3
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I can talk about shops and what they sell.
I can compare things.
I can find specific detail in a text and talk about a department store.
I can talk about intentions and arrangements.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about money.
I can shop for clothes and other things.
I can write notes and messages to make arrangements.

7.1
7.2
7.3
7.4
7.5
7.6
7.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

7.1
 
7.2
 
7.3
 
7.4
 
7.5
 
7.6
 
7.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
Writing

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 6, p. 89

Ex. 4-5, p. 89

Ex. 1-3, p. 89

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 82-83
Workbook pp. 78-79
Students' Book p. 84
Workbook p. 80
Students' Book p. 85
Workbook p. 81
Students' Book p. 86
Workbook p. 82
Students' Book p. 87
Workbook p. 83
Students’ Book p. 88
Workbook p. 84
Students' Book p. 89
Workbook p. 85

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

7.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT



7.9 SELF-CHECK

Vocabulary Grammar

Speaking language practice

1  Complete the questions and answers. 4  Complete the sentences with the correct
      comparative or superlative form of the
      adjectives in brackets.
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7 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

City shopping

We buy a lot of things online but we also like to go to shops. And when you’re on 

holiday in a big city, it’s exciting to see the famous shopping areas. Every big city

has its own special places to shop. Think about London, Paris, New York and Tokyo. 

What shops do you imagine? Let’s look at some of the most famous shopping areas 

in the world.

Oxford Street in London is the busiest shopping street in Europe. It has around three 

hundred shops and half a million people visit it every day. In Oxford Street you can 

find enormous department stores and buy both expensive and cheap things. You 

probably know the names. There’s Marks and Spencer, Primark, Forever 21, Gap, 

H&M, and of course, the first department store, Selfridges. It’s a wonderful shop to 

visit. The best time to go to Oxford Street is at Christmas. The lights are very special. 

Every year, in November, a celebrity switches the lights on. Lots of people go to 

watch this. It’s usually a famous singer or sports star. Oxford Street is always very 

crowded. Sometimes it’s difficult to move along the pavements! The traffic is very

bad too. Cars and buses make a lot of pollution.

Another popular shopping area in London is Portobello Road and it’s very different. 

Here you can find lots of small shops that sell trendy things. On Saturdays there

is an enormous market with more than 1,000 stalls! They sell everything. You can 

buy amazing, exotic food to eat - cheap, hot and tasty. There are also stalls that

sell unusual crafts, like pretty cups and saucers, and pictures by local artists. Or 

you can look for antiques. Some people say it’s the biggest antiques market in

the world. And if you like vintage clothes and accessories, this is the place to go. 

Tourists love to come here and walk along nearly two kilometres of market.
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Part 1

Do you know the most expensive shopping street in the world? At the moment,

it’s Fifth Avenue in New York. Here you can find expensive jewellery in Tiffany’s, 

expensive handbags in Louis Vuitton, and expensive clothes in Gucci and Prada. 

The world-famous Apple Store is a wonderful glass cube. People come here to buy 

phones and tablets but they also come just to take photographs.

Also in New York, there is another important store to visit. This is Macy’s. It’s called

the largest store in the world. Some people don’t agree with this but it’s definitely

the biggest store in the USA. It sells lots of different things and it’s a really interesting 

shop to go to. It’s very big and you need to walk a lot to see it all.

Let’s cross the world to Tokyo. Here we can find another very famous shopping

area: Shibuya. And it has perhaps the most famous street crossing in the world!

At Shibuya Crossing when the traffic lights go red, they stop all the cars. People

cross the roads quickly at the same time. It’s amazing. Near the crossing are very

big neon advertisements and huge video screens. It’s a busy, bright and colourful 

place. The Shibuya shopping area is very popular with young trendy people. It’s

full of shops, game stores, restaurants and clubs. This is where you can see new 

Japanese fashion and have a lot of fun!

Part 2







I can use will to talk about future predictions.

Will for future predictions8.2 GRAMMAR
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What were your dreams and ambitions
when you were a child? Are your dreams
the same now?Nearly all children have a
dream for the future. Sometimes they want
to be like people they see on television
or someone in their family. When I was
a child I wanted to be a lawyer because
I admired the lawyer in a TV drama! My
sister wanted to be a princess!
A recent survey asked 11,000 seven-year-
olds about their ambitions and the results
were interesting. Most of them had definite
ideas about their future careers. The most
popular jobs included teacher, scientist, 
firefighter and police officer. In general
 

boys wanted to earn a lot of money (a third
of them wanted to become a footballer
or sportsman) and girls preferred a job
helping people, like a doctor or teacher.
Experts say that today’s children have
greater ambitions than their parents had
and this is a very good thing. People who
have a dream will work harder and have
fewer problems. Sometimes those dreams
aren’t realistic and they change. Not every
seven-year-old boy will become a rich and
successful footballer! I didn’t become a
lawyer - and surprisingly, my sister didn’t
become a princess! But it is important
to be ambitious. We all need to dream.

Complete the sentences with the correct
words.

Complete the sentences with the correct words.

Choose the correct answers.

full-time    part time    temporary    summer

Read the text. Mark the sentences     (right),
   (wrong) or ? (doesn’t say).

ambitious    admired    realistic
princesses    definite    survey

I can find specific detail in a text and talk about children’s dreams and ambitions.

1
 
 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5
6

8.3 Children’s dreams and ambitionsREADING and VOCABULARY
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4
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7

The writer believes that children often
want to have the same job as famous
people or people they know.
The writer wanted to be on television.
The writer works on television now.
Boys and girls have different types of
dream jobs.
Today’s children will earn more than
their parents did.
It isn’t a good idea to have an
unrealistic dream.
The writer thinks that people’s dreams
stay the same through their lives.

My friend has a temporary job in the
supermarket for the next six weeks but then
he'll need to find another one.
My mum did a                   job while I was very
young. She only worked a few hours every day.
I want to get a                   job during July and
August before I go to college.
My dad works from nine to five at the bank.
It’s a                   job. This is his tenth year there!

When I was young I admired my cousin
who was a police officer because he
seemed so strong.
If I’m                  , I don't think I’ll ever be very
rich.
Let’s answer the questions in this                   .
It looks interesting.
My brother isn’t very                   . He just
wants an easy job.
It will be sunny tomorrow. That’s                  !
Some                   work very hard these days.

A secretary usually works                  an office,
a   on                  b   at                       c   in
If you're looking                   a job, let me know,
a   for                b   over                   c   on
At the moment I'm                    but I think I’ll find
a job soon.
a   employed    b   unemployed     c   employing
My brother worked                  a waiter last
summer and earned a lot of money.
a   like                b   by                       c   as
Jake                   his job in the supermarket
because he never got there on time.
a   got                b   lost                     c   missed
My granddad worked                    the same
company for fifty years!
a   about           b   for                       c  into

93

What was your dream?

Unit 8



I can use the First Conditional to talk about probability.

First Conditional8.4 GRAMMAR
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I can talk about people’s skills and emotions.

Adjectives with prepositions8.7 ENGLISH IN USE

97Unit 8

1
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I can talk about people and their jobs.
I can use will to talk about future predictions.
I can find specific detail in a text and talk about children's dreams and ambitions.
I can use the First Conditional to talk about probability.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about education.
I can talk about probability.
I can talk about people's skills and emotions.

8.1
8.2
8.3
8.4
8.5
8.6
8.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

8.1
 
8.2
 
8.3
 
8.4
 
8.5
 
8.6
 
8.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
English in Use 

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 6, p. 101

Ex. 4-5, p. 101

Ex. 1-3, p. 101

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 94-95
Workbook pp. 90-91
Students' Book p. 96
Workbook p. 92
Students' Book p. 97
Workbook p. 93
Students' Book p. 98
Workbook p. 94
Students' Book p. 99
Workbook p. 95
Students’ Book p. 100
Workbook p. 96
Students' Book p. 101
Workbook p. 97

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

8.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT



8.9 SELF-CHECK

Vocabulary Grammar

Speaking language practice

1  Complete the sentences with the correct jobs. 4  Complete the sentences with will and the
      verbs below.
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CULTURE Will robots do our jobs?
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7 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

The amazing Henn Na Hotel

Tourists in Japan usually go to see traditional Japanese buildings but there is

a new tourist attraction and it’s a very modern and unusual building.

Welcome to the Henn Na Hotel - it’s a new hotel and a very unusual one. A

tall robot protects the door and then a pink doll robot welcomes visitors when 

they come in. She’s very friendly. There are two receptionists. The big question

is - do they speak English?

“Kon'nichi wa. Do you speak English?”

The first receptionist is a woman with dark hair. She’s wearing a smart uniform. 

She’s pretty and she’s smiling but ... she’s a robot too. And, no, she doesn’t 

speak English.

So our visitor goes to the second receptionist. He’s surprised! This receptionist

is  ... a dinosaur! The visitor pushes a button and he starts to speak.

“Welcome. Welcome to the Henn Na Hotel.”

It’s English but it isn’t very good unfortunately and it’s quite funny.

“Thank you for your visitors.”

He makes the visitor laugh. “On top of the filling the phone number, please

put us to the bottom of the post. Please press to proceed with the send too.”

He welcomes the visitor and tells him what he needs to do. “Please move to

the right hand panel and check in.” First, he must go to another machine.

It takes a photograph of his face.

The hotel rooms don’t have keys and the doors use facial recognition.

“Thank you so much.” Now our visitor knows his room number. What

other surprises are waiting for him at this amazing hotel?
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Part 1

Part 2
Here at the Henn Na Hotel, you don’t need to carry your bags. A machine,

not a person, carries them for you. It’s called a ‘portabot’ and it’s clever but

 ... very slow. In English the name ‘henn na’ means ‘strange’ - and it really is! 

Here there are only robots and machines, no people!

Finally, at the room, the visitor stands in front of the door and ... the door

opens. It knows him because of the photograph from the machine in

reception.

Inside the room everything is automatic. They want to save energy at the

hotel. There are no light switches because visitors usually forget to turn

them off. There’s a computer you can use. And of course there’s also a 

speaking robot. She’s called Churi Chan. You can ask her questions and

give her orders. The problem is that she only speaks Japanese, so there’s a 

book with translations.

Our visitor asks: ‘What time is it now’? and ‘How is the weather today?’ and

she tells him. Then he tells her to switch off the lights. She does. But then he

has a problem - it’s too dark to read the instructions to turn the lights back

on again.





3 5

6

7

4
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I can use the Present Perfect to talk about experience.

Present Perfect - all forms9.2 GRAMMAR

104 Unit 9

           Complete the dialogue with the
correct form of the verbs in brackets.

1      Complete  the sentences with the positive
     Present Perfect form of the verbs.

4



I can find specific detail in a text and talk about personal adventures.

A true story9.3 READING and VOCABULARY

105Unit 9

I’ve seen quite a lot of films about survivors but
my favourite is a true story about an English
mountaineer called Joe Simpson. He climbed a
very dangerous mountain, Siula Grande in Peru,
in 1985 with his friend and partner Simon Yates.
Joe and Simon wanted to be the first people to
climb the West Face of the mountain.
When they started the weather was fine but then
it changed. The two climbers reached the top
successfully but then they had to get back down
quickly because of the bad weather. Unfortunately
Joe then fell and broke his leg. Simon tried to help
his friend get down the mountain. He tied him onto
a long rope but the weather got worse and he had
to make a terrible decision. He had to cut the rope
that was holding Joe or die.
Simon cut the rope and Joe fell into a big hole.
Luckily Joe found a way out of the hole at the
bottom. It took him three days to get down the
rest of the mountain. With his broken leg he could
only move very slowly. He had no food or water
and when he got to the camp he was nearly dead.
But he got there and he lived!
Joe wrote a book called ʻTouching the Void’
about the experience and in 2003 director Kevin
MacDonald made a film with the same title. Since
his adventure Joe has had lots of operations on
his leg. Doctors told him never to climb again.
But he has! He has also written several books and
given lots of presentations about climbing. In my
opinion ʻTouching the Void’ is the best film about
survival that I’ve ever seen.

ABOUT ME CONTACT MEMY POSTS

[ leave a comment ]



I can use the Present Perfect to talk about recent events.

Present Perfect with just / already / yet9.4 GRAMMAR

106 Unit 9

        Rewrite the sentences using already,
just or yet.

41

2

3

5

     Put the words in brackets in the correct
position in the sentences.







I can write a postcard.

A postcard9.7 WRITING

109Unit 9

1

2

3

Complete the sentences with the correct verbs.
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I can talk about landscape, natural features and countries.
I can use the Present Perfect to talk about experience.
I can find specific detail in a text and talk about personal adventures.
I can use the Present Perfect to talk about recent events.
I can identify specific detail in a conversation and talk about outdoor activities.
I can ask for, give and refuse permission.
I can write a postcard.

9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5
9.6
9.7

New words I learned Expressions and phrases I liked English I heard or read
         outside class(the words you most want to

remember from this unit)
(any expressions or phrases you think

sound nice, useful or funny) (e.g. from websites, books,
adverts, films, music)

What can you remember from this unit?

9.1
 
9.2
 
9.3
 
9.4
 
9.5
 
9.6
 
9.7

Vocabulary
 
Grammar
 
Reading
 
Grammar
 
Listening
 
Speaking
 
Writing

= I understand but have some questions.

= I understand and can do it by myself. = I do not understand.

Ex. 6, p. 113

Ex. 4-5, p. 111

Ex. 1-3, p. 113

Now try ...Need help?

= I understand and can help a friend.

Students' Book pp. 106-107
Workbook pp. 102-103
Students' Book p. 108
Workbook p. 104
Students' Book p. 109
Workbook p. 105
Students' Book p. 110
Workbook p. 106
Students' Book p. 111
Workbook p. 107
Students’ Book p. 112
Workbook p. 108
Students' Book p. 113
Workbook p. 109

For each learning objective, tick (   ) the box that best matches your ability.

9.8 SELF-ASSESSMENT



9.9 SELF-CHECK

Vocabulary

2  Complete the sentences with the correct
      words.

3  Complete the words in the sentences.

Grammar

Speaking language practice

111Unit 9

1  Choose the correct option. 4  Complete the sentences with the Present
      Perfect affirmative form of the verbs.1

 
2
 
3
 
4
 
5
 
6

buy    drink    forget    leave    see    write

5  Complete the sentences with the correct form
     of the Present Perfect.

On Sunday afternoon we sunbathed on
the coast / beach.
We swam across the small waterfall / river
and walked in the fields / rocks.
We went round the desert / island in
a boat.
What’s the capital language / city of
your country?
It’s very dangerous to climb up a volcano / 
jungle.
The flag / border of my country is blue
and white.

snowboarding     climbing    diving    fishing 
windsurfing     trekking

1
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4
 
5
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5
 
 
6

1
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3
 
4

A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:
A:
B:

6  Complete the conversations with one word in
      each gap.

I   never            to do my English
homework. It’s true!
My mum             already            ten emails this
morning! She’s still on the computer.
Jack and Pete             already             this film
five times. Let’s find a different one.
My brother             already             all the milk.
I need to get some more from the shop.
I'm afraid Helen             already             the
office. You can contact her at home.
I             never             plastic shoes. I think they
are uncomfortable.
 

Young people often go pony             in the
countryside near my home.
My brother fell in the river from the bridge
when he went             last month.
The best place to go scuba             is Egypt.
I love winter sports. I’m not very good at
skiing but I love             .
We can’t go             today because there’s
no wind!
My dad goes rock             in the mountains
every year.

              (you/see) the new travel programme
yet?
We               (not have) dinner yet.
I               ( just/speak) to Sally about the hotel
arrangements.
Tom               (already/buy) our train tickets, so
don’t worry.
              (your mum/ever/work) in France? Her
French is amazing.
Lara and Dan               (never/be) camping
but I think they're going to like it.

             I use your goggles, please?
Yes, of             you can.
Is it OK             me to leave my bike here?
Sure -             ahead.
Is it all             to borrow this wetsuit?
I'm             but you can’t. I’m going to use it.
Can we take the boat out today?
I’m             that’s not a good             .
The weather's going to get worse.

You should always wear a I
j             when you’re in a boat to keep
safe.
We went down the river in a k                  .
Oh, no! I lost a p                       in the water!
How are we going to get back to the
beach?
 Don’t go cycling without your
h                       . It’s dangerous. You can hurt
your head.
I always wear g                           when I’m
skiing to protect my eyes from the sun and
snow.
You can see on the m          that we're near
a forest.



CULTURE How many fish ... ?

6   before this, they / not have / computers (Past Simple)

5   this ship / look / for fish (going to future)

4   the fishermen / record / how many fish they catch
     (Present Simple)

3   in 1956, scientists / use / technology to check fish numbers
     for the first time (Past Simple)

112 Unit 9

2   they / do / this for a long time (Present Perfect)



6 Read the video script. Underline any words or phrases you don’t know and translate them into

     your language.

Can you count fish in the sea?

A lot of our planet is a mystery and perhaps the biggest mysteries are

our oceans. Scientists are trying to learn about them. One of the most 

important questions for them is ‘How many fish are left in the sea?’

Scientists are on a special boat that is leaving from Ullapool in Scotland. 

They are going to look for fish. But this isn’t something new. Scientists

have done this for a long time. The ship is the Scotia and she’s special

because she is a research ship. The people who sail on her are studying

how many fish there are in Scottish waters. The fishermen throw their

nets into the water and catch fish. The scientists look carefully at the

results. And this happens every year - the same thing. They have to

compare this year’s catch with last year’s. Is it bigger? Is it smaller?

Overfishing is not a new problem. People have been worried about it 

since the 1950s. Everyone knows that ‘fish and chips’ is one of the UK’s

favourite meals. Traditionally the fish is cod. But the number of cod in the

North Sea has gone down a lot recently.

The first research ship, the SS Explorer, was built in 1956. She was a

strong ship with a lot of new machines. For the first time, scientists used 

technology to check fish numbers. The Explorer was the first research

ship with a computer! The machine was very big and used special

paper. They could put lots of information through this computer. Before

this, they had to write everything by hand. It was the beginning of a new

and important way of counting fish.
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Part 1

Part 2
Today, computers on research ships are faster and cleverer. The

scientists put in the numbers of fish and the sizes. But they also put in

extra information. They want to find out the age of the fish too. This

helps when they plan fishing for the future. Fishermen must not fish in

some places.

So, how do you know the age of a fish? The scientist takes out a very

small bone. It’s from the ear. He cuts it in half. There is a circle for every

year of the fish’s life.

Every fisherman must record how many fish he catches. These fishermen

catch fish to sell. It’s their job. So they only fish in places where there

are lots of fish. The Scotia is different. She must also go to places where

there were lots of fish in the past but not now. The scientists need to

have a better idea of fish populations.

Today, it’s good news. Fish numbers are increasing a little in the North

Sea. Scientists and fishermen are working together. Perhaps we can’t

count the exact number of fish in the sea. But we can learn enough

to plan and to be sure there is enough fish for us and sea birds in

the future.
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EXAM TIME 1 Reading and writing
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EXAM TIME 1 Reading and writing
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EXAM TIME 1 Reading and writing
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Write an email to Grace and answer the questions.
Write 25-35 words.
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EXAM TIME 2 Reading and writing
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EXAM TIME 2 Reading and writing

5  Read Chrissy’s blog, Mark the sentences A
      (right), B (wrong) or C (doesn’t say).

6  Read the article about the first computer.
     Choose the best word (A, B or C) for
     each gap.

Tip: Read the whole text first, ignoring the
gaps, to get an idea of the general meaning.

Tip: Sometimes you need to read more than
one sentence to find the correct answer to a
question.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

having
didn’t
much
where
on
who
Much
had
some

got
aren’t
lot
which
out
which
Lot
have
any

has
can’t
some
that
of
why
Many
has
an

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

Chrissy’s first home was in a village.

1

1
 

2
 

3
 
 

4
 
 

5
 
 

6
A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say
There wasn’t a supermarket in the village.

Chrissy lived in the countryside until she was
fifteen.

Her family moved to a town so Chrissy could
go to a bigger school.

Chrissy didn’t enjoy the free time activities she
could do in the village.

Chrissy prefers living in the countryside to
living in the town.

I was born fifteen years ago in a village in the
countryside. It's very small with just a few shops,
a post office and a church. We had to travel
for half an hour by car to do our shopping at a
supermarket every week! I went to a village school
and there were only sixty children in the whole
school. I knew everyone and it was like a big
family. Then two years ago my dad changed jobs
and we moved to a really big town. I was very
excited about it because I found life in the country
quite boring! I couldn't buy fashionable clothes
there and there wasn't a cinema or a night club!
We sometimes went swimming at the leisure centre
but there was nothing else to do.
Now, I would really like to go back to the 
countryside! Life in a big town is fun and we often
go to museums, theatres and other interesting
places but I miss the peace and quiet! There are
always cars in our street, even at night and it's so
busy in the shops. You have to wait for a long time
to pay for things. My school is very, very big. There
are hundreds and hundreds of students and I don't
know all the teachers. When I leave school I want
to go back and live in a quieter place!

Today, nearly everyone                      a computer

and we                       imagine life without them.

We spend a                        of time on our

computers. We use them for everything — work, 

school and leisure. Millions of people go on

social networking websites                       they can

chat to their friends or surf the internet to find

                     information for school or work. But

                     had the idea for the first computer?

                     people think that it was Alan Turing,

a British scientist. He developed very clever

machines in the 1940s. But the real 'father' of the

computer was Charles Babbage. In the nineteenth

century he designed a machine that could solve

difficult problems. Unfortunately he didn't

                     much money so he couldn't build it.

Also, there wasn't                       electricity then!
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EXAM TIME 3 Reading and writing
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5  Read part of an article about people’s summer
      jobs. Mark the sentences A (right), B (wrong) or
     C (doesn’t say).

6  Read the article about a famous
      department store. Choose the best word
      (A, B or C) for each gap.

Tip: Read the whole of the sentence with the
gap and try to guess what the missing word
might be.

Tip: The questions come in the same order as
the information in the text.

HarrodsI’m Jade. I’m eighteen and I’ve just finished
secondary school. I’m going to university in
September to study Maths. A few months ago I
decided to look for a summer job because I’ll need
some money when I’m at university! I looked online
and I found an excellent job as a tour guide in my
city. But it’s an unusual tour guide job!

Usually a tour guide takes tourists to popular sights
in a city and tells them about the history of the
different places. I do that but I don’t do it during the
day. I do it at night! Every Monday and Thursday
evening I take a small group of tourists to old
buildings in the city. It’s a ‘ghost’ tour and I tell them
about the people who lived and died in the houses.
I also tell them ghost stories about the places. We
go in the dark without any lights and it’s a bit scary!
But the tourists love it and I love it too! It’s much
more interesting than working in a supermarket.

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A
A

B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B
B

C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

more
many
have
on
They
that
must
time
didn’t

most
some
did
at
There
than
have
what
hasn’t

best
lot
are
in
It
of
can
when
wasn’t
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A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

A   Right       B   Wrong          C   Doesn't say

Jade is studying at secondary school.

Jade wanted a job for a short time.

Jade found her job in a magazine.

Jade has worked as a tour guide before.

Jade’s job is full-time.

Her job can be quite frightening.

Jade thinks the job is better than being a
shop assistant.

The tourists give Jade extra money because
she’s a good tour guide.

Harrod’s is one of the                      famous
department stores in the world. A
of celebrities (and even the Queen of England)
                       bought things there.
Harrod’s is in Knightsbridge which is an
expensive area                         London.
                      are seven floors and 330 different
departments! Harrod’s employs more
                      4,000 people and fifteen million
customers visit the store every year. You
                      buy nearly everything there, from
T-shirts to houses! In the 1970s people could
buy unusual pets. They even sold lions!
The store is very big today but                       it
started in 1849 it only had one room. Then
it                        sell very much - only tea and
groceries. In 1883 there was a bad fire in
Harrod’s but then they built it bigger and
better than before. In 1898 it was one of the
first places in the world that had an escalator.
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www.a
va

ss
ho

p.
ir
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